Message from the MobiApps-2015 Chairs

After the success of the first International Workshop on Mobile Applications (MobiApps 2014), which was held in conjunction with the 11th International Conference on Mobile Web Information Systems (MobiWIS 2014), and the 2nd International Conference on Future Internet of Things and Cloud (FiCloud 2014), 27-29 August 2014, Barcelona, Spain, we are very pleased to welcome you to the second International Workshop on Mobile Applications (MobiApps 2015), 24-26 August 2015, Rome, Italy.

With the advance in mobile technology and the emergence of mobile devices such as tablets and smart phones, mobile applications are gaining a great interest from researchers and software developers to meet the needs of end users’ mobile devices. The development of mobile application is becoming more challenging with diverse platforms and software development kits. Developers are migrating to cross platform application development tools in order to reduce the cost of mobile application development and to maximally reach users across several platforms.

The aim of International Workshop on Mobile Applications (MobiApps 2015) is to foster interaction of researchers, exchange of new ideas, and to enhance communication between academia and industry in the area of Mobile Applications. MobiApps-2015 is co-located with The 12th International Conference on Mobile Web and Intelligent Information Systems (MobiWIS 2015) and The 3rd International Conference on Future Internet of Things and Cloud (FiCloud 2015). As the previous edition, this second edition of MobiApps workshop has received high-quality papers, targeting different areas related to the theme of the MobiApps workshop. The technical program comprises 7 papers from academia as well as industry in two sessions of the main conference program.

We would like to thank all authors who submitted their research papers to the MobiApps 2015 and who contributed to the success of this event. Special thanks to the technical program committee members for their great effort and support in the review process, and their valuable comments to authors. Finally, we would like to thank the MobiWIS 2015 and FiCloud 2015 organization committees for their support, guidance, and help in organizing such an event and make it successful.
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